A. Part I : 80%

1. Tod decided to quit his job because he felt the work was ________.
   (A) esteemed  (B) monotonous
   (C) promising  (D) dramatic

2. Many ________ gave the movie a poor rating because the plot was not very original.
   (A) predators  (B) critics
   (C) executives  (D) collectors

3. The rescue team worked for three days straight, ________ complete exhaustion.
   (A) in terms of  (B) to the point of
   (C) replace with  (D) ranging from

4. The woman’s entire world was ________ when she learned about the tragic accident.
   (A) turns inside out  (B) brought back to life
   (C) turned upside down  (D) driven up

5. The patient seemed fine until he suddenly ________.
   (A) took a turn for the worse  (B) sprang to mind
   (C) stuck out  (D) settle on

6. My was playing computer game ________ I was reading a novel.
   (A) when  (B) while
   (C) then  (D) that

7. My car needs ________.
   (A) washing  (B) washed
   (C) be washed  (D) wash

8. Cheese, powdered milk, and yogurt are common milk ________.
   (A) produces  (B) products
   (C) productions  (D) productivities

9. The problem with Jane is that she tends to take criticism too ________ and gets angry easily.
   (A) eventually  (B) positively
   (C) intimately  (D) personally
10. Recently in Taiwan, the manufacturing industry has ______ the information industry.
   (A) found a way of  (B) changed the way of
   (C) given way to    (D) had a way of

11. I wonder why she ________ turned up the radio when I was studying.
   (A) sympathetically  (B) primarily
   (C) deliberately      (D) thoroughly

12. Sorry for being late. Someone gave me ________ directions and I got totally lost.
   (A) dreary            (B) faulty
   (C) handy            (D) steady

13. We hope that there will be no war in the world and that all people live in peace and ______ with each other.
   (A) complaint        (B) harmony
   (C) mission          (D) texture

14. This story, ________, is very fascinating: there are many interesting characters in it.
   (A) on the whole    (B) under no circumstances
   (C) in no time      (D) out of the question

15. We shall expect you at eight o’clock; ______, it’s an informal dinner.
   (A) by accident     (B) by all means
   (C) by the way      (D) by then

16. Mr. Lin: Don’t you think our government should build another nuclear power plant in Taiwan?
    Mr. Liu: Well, I wish I ________ agree with you, but I don’t.
    (A) had to         (B) could
    (C) do             (D) have to

B. Part II: 請將下列諺語翻譯成英文：20%

1. 三個臭皮匠，勝過一個諸葛亮。

2. 人定勝天。

3. 百聞不如一見。

4. 行動勝於言辭；事實勝於雄辯。